
TURNING CONFLICT INTO CONNECTION WITH CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS (WEBINAR)



“Caring for children is a dance between setting appropriate limits as caretakers and avoiding
unnecessary power struggles that result in unhappiness” - Charlotte Sophia Kasl

We all presume that power struggles are an inescapable part of
parenting. Indeed, findings from a UK meta study tell us that we fight
with our children an average of six times a day. These daily power
struggles add up to 2100 arguments a year, and cost us around 300
hours of discomfort, anger and loss of connection over simple things
like sleep, food, clothes, toys, and cleaning. How could we use those
300 hours better, creating connection rather than drifts, empowering
our children rather than stamping out their individuality? 

Children’s job is to misbehave. From the moment they are born they
are shopping for (mis)behaviours that will get their needs met. Our
job as parents is to provide limits on those misbehaviours, provide
boundaries, and encourage appropriate behaviour while supporting
children’s positive self concept. 

The focus of this webinar is to introduce a number of practical
techniques from the parenting philosophy of Positive Parenting.
Participants will understand why kids misbehave, how to deal with
power struggles in a positive way, how to stay in their power while
empowering children, and how they can prevent power struggles from
even happening in the first place.  



What are power struggles, how they start, who gets
into them, and why children enjoy them 
Why do children misbehave - inherent needs,
mistaken goals 
The dance of cooperation - kind/firm parenting - 3
parenting styles
Words of verbal commands are the fuel of power
struggles 
Parent deafness - why don’t our children listen to us 
Bartering, as a mistaken way to motivate 
Rules without relationship = rebellion
5 techniques to GET OUT of power struggles
5 ways to PREVENT power struggles 
Asking for what we want using the Three Touch
Points approach 
Battles that matter and the little details of life 
Self-care as a way of reducing conflict

Content of the session:


